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Commonwealth Edison, ,

Zion Generating Station.

Shiloh Blvd. & Lake Michigan
Zion, Illinois 60099

| Telephone 708 I 746-2004

February 13, 1991

Dr. Thomas E. Murley,-Director
Office Of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

sU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attn: Document Control Desk

Subject: Zion Station Units 1 and 2.
Request for Emergency Technical Specif t::ation Amendment

| Facility Operating Licenses DPR-39 and DPR-48
Containment Type C Leak Rate Testing
NRC Docket Nos. 50-295 and 50-304

References: 1) January 30, 1991 letter from S. F. Stimac to T. E. Murley.

2) February 11, 1991 letter from S. F. Stimac to T. E. Murley

Dear Dr. Hurley:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.91(a)(5), Commonwealth Edison proposes to amend the
Technical Specifications of Facility Operating Licenses DPR-39 and DPR-48, and
requests that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission grant an Emergency amendment
to Technical Specification 3/4.10, entitled " Containment Structural
Integrity". An NRR Halver of Compliance request for the period until this
amendment can be granted was provided in Reference 1. The incorporation of
the February 29, 1980, Zion Confirmatory Order requirements and other
supplemental information was provided in Reference 2. This letter provides
several administrative, non-technical, changes as well as supplemental
clarifications, based on discussions with Mr. R. Pulsifer of your staff.
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The clarifications which are included in the attachments-to this'1etter- ]
~

are summarized as follows-
i

Attachment A. Cover Page

- date changed from "Febrwiry 11,:1991" to " February . 13, 1991";

Atlitchment A. Reauested Revision-

- added discussion of administrative changes incorporated on pages. -

212 and 213 of. specification 3/4.10-(previously included in
reference 1), '

revised-text of notes 1 and 3 to be consistent with-

clarifications made'on page 214 of specification 3/4.10 (see
below);

Attachment A. Zion Containment Local Leak Rate Testino Self-Assessment

applicable specification number changed from ''3.10" to "3/4.~10";-

- revised text of paragraphs I and 3 to-delete specific reference-
to " exemption from 10CFR50 Appendix J".;

Attachment B._Soecification Page 212 '

added " revision bar" adjacent-to item 4'10.1.'A.1.b-
.

(administrative change);

Attachment B. Sngs.ification P. Age _jl]J

- added " revision bar" adjacent to item 4.10.1.A.1.c
-(administrative change);

Attachment Q. Soecification Page 211

- revised notes-1 and 3 to remove specific reference to 10CFR50
1Appen6ix J; I

added reference to this letter at the end'of' note 3;-

Attachment E. Penetration 80 Simollfled Diagr.am

- corrected orientation of check valves.RC8079 and RC8081 for-

consistency with actual direction of flow.
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.The Evaluation |of:Significant Hazards Considerations and Environmental
: Assessment included-with reference 2Lare not affected by these changes. -In.;
| .- support of.this request,-the following.information it attached:'

- Summary of. Technical Specification. Changes (Attachment A);o
i

- Safety Evaluation / Analysis (Attachment A);-
Revised. Technical Specification Pages (Attachment B);;;

~

-

- No Significant Hazards Consideration (Attachment:C);
- Environmental. Assessment (Attachment D);:
- FSAR Excerpts:and Drawings (Attachment E).

For clarity, both revised and-unchanged pages'(from' reference 2) are' included _.

in the attachments. qj

This request for nn Emergency Technical cpecification Amendment has.been-
reviewed and approved.by Edison Senior-Management, as well as on-site and'
off-site review--in accordance with/EdisonLprocedures. '

l 'As required by 10 CFR 50.91, the-State of.Illinols11s being notifled of
the amendment request by transmittal >of.a copy of this letter and its
attachments. 1

-

Please direct any questions _or comments regarding this. matter to.this.
office.

- '

| Very truly yours,

! ( _.

I S. F. Stimac
Nuclear Licensing-Administrator

.ST/jl

i Attachments
!-

,

cc: Regional. Administrator - Region III
'J. Zwolinski - NRR
C. Patel - NRR
Senior Resident Inspector - Zion
M. Parker - IDNS
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ATTACHMENT A

GERGENCY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION AMENDHENT

DATED FEBRUARY 13. 1911
,

.
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CURRENT REOUIREMENT

Zion Station Technical Specification Surveillance Require m nt U ).l.A.2 l

requires Type B and C leak tests _ (except air lock . tests)'to Vfurformed. -- |
1'in accordance with the_ provisions of 10CFR 50 Appendix J. Conf # matory

Order item A 3-requires the performance of local.. leak rate tntint) on 1

containment isolation valves that are not: j
>
;

1) continuously pressurized by the penetration pressurization. system, or

2) those valves which, under post-accident containment iscdation
conditions, are expected to be maintained continually at ta pressure - 1
equal to or greater than the containment post-accident pressure.

'

This includes-valves under isolation valve seal water and those in-
systems required for-post accident servicehif such syst4ms operate at ,

. pressures above post-accident pressure, j

REOUESTED REVISION

The Surveillance- Requirement on page 213 has been revised to reflect the
proper number for this Specification. The number scheme was not followed
through consistently from the previous page. ~ The current number-

referenced on page should 'be 4.10.1. A.l .c. This, item and the addition of

the "(b) Deleted" on page 212 are -administrative in nature in that there
are no technical changes involved.

An asterisk note has-been added-to the bottom of page 214 stating that:

" Prior to startup following ZlCl2 and Z2C12 operating cycles:

1) The Type C leak rate testing requirements'of. this spectfication are
.

not applicable to Unit i penetration P-80111ne lRC158-4" AA-R), and '!-

Unit 2 penetration P-80 (11ne-2RC158-4" AA-R). Note 3 does not apply.

2) . The local leak rate testing requirements of the February 29, 1980,
Zion Confirmatory Order, Appendix A, Item A.3 Annex 1, Part 2, are
not applicable to Unit 1 penetrations P-76~(line 15I020-3/4" E-R) and
P-80 (line IRC158-4" AA-R), and' Unit 2 penetrations P-76 (line
2S1020-3/4" E-R) and P-80 (line 2RC158-4" AA-R). Note 3 does not
apply.

3) The Type C leak rcte testing requirements of this specification and
the local leak rate testing requirements of the February 29, 1980,
Zion Confirmatory: Order, Appendix A,- Item A.3, Annex 1, ~Part 2, are
not applicable to the untested Unit.1 a* J 2 containment pathways
evaluated during the " Zion Containment t.ocal' Leak Rate Testing._
Self-Assessment" until after March 11,.1991, at 11:59 pm. This. note
appl _les only to pathways evaluated 'and found acceptable based'on the
criterta' established in the technical justification provided in
support of this request (RefereM e: February 13, 1991, letter from
S. F. Stimac to T. E. Hurley)"
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-This sta'tement has been applied 'to Specification 3.10.1.A.2, 3.10.2.A.2,'

4.10.1.A.2,.4.10.1.A.4, 4.10.1.A.6, and the Action Statement associated
_

with Specification 3.10.1.A through-the addition of-an asterisk to these
items. The purpose of this change Isito clearly identify that, for. the
period of_this Technical Specification Amendment, Type C-leakage testing
will not be required nor will-it;be added to the' total-integrated
containment leakage rate for these penetrations.

1

SAFETY EVALUATION / ANALYSIS.

Penetration 80 - Relief Valve Header To PRT (1/2RC158-4" AA-R):

This pathway contains a~ single check valve;(RC8079) located in the- .

i

containment in-a misslie protected area. This.line routes incoming-relief ~
valve discharge from Emergency Core Cooling Sys_te'ns outside the
containment to the pressurizer re11ef-tankc

The piping outside of containment is~ connected to the discharge ~1ine of
1dvarious ECCS valves and does not communicate directly with atmosphere

outside of containment. The piping outside of containment is seismically
supported. Inside.contsinment,;the.four! Inch piping containing 1/2RC8079'
is missile protected and selsmically. supported. Four (4) relief valve
lines (from RHR pump discharge,f RHR pump-suction, regenerative heat

'

exchanger, and reactor coolant pump #1 seal leakoff), which are connected
inside containment toithe .four inch piping containing.1/2RC8079, are
missile protected and seismically supported. The only line connected to
the four inch line which is not missile; protected is associated with~
various valve packing leakoffs from valves:inside containment. This'11ne
is located downstream of the 1/2RC8079avalves. 1

During the Type A containment leak test, the'line associated with
perotration P-80 is. subjected to Type A. test pressure minus the elevation '

differences between check. valve 1/2RC8079 and the PRT. However, during
the Type A test, the line associated with P-80 is tested with a water seal
instead of being exposed to air as could occur during a~ design basis LOCA,
since the PRT is filled to normal level during the Type A test. It should
be noted that there has never been ajType A leak test failure at' Zion
attributable to penetration P-80' leakage. The.last test was performed on
Unit 1 in March,1988 cand on Unit 2'in October,1988.

The 2RC8079 valve has been radiographed within.the last 2 weeks. The- a

results of this examination verified-that the valve internals were
intact. All piping, flanges, and relief valves outside of the containment
on this pathway have been visually inspected.''These inspections concluded 1

that system integrity is maintained. The above referenced tests and
inspections will be completed on Unit 1 prior to its return to service
following the current forced outage.

ZOSR-6(6) ,
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The duration of the emergency technical specification change, addressing'

the IDCFR50 Appendix 1 and Confirmatory Order requirements for-P-80 is
from the time of issuance untiltthe next scheduled refueling outagt for
each unit. The justification forf this, requested Lduration is' based m. s..e
fact that the modifications.which.would' allow this pathway to be loca)
leak rate tested, have not yet,been designed. It is not clear that
modifying P-80 to allow Type C? testing is consistent'with Code and ECCS
equipment operabl11ty requirements, therefore, the scope of the
modifications or ultimate. solutions is. currently indeterminate.-

For a release of radioactive' containment-atmosphere to occur through the:
untested P-80 pathway, the fo~llowing combination of event.s-must occur:

1) LOCA; AND

2) Rupture of piping inside containment: connected'to P-80

-OR-

Rupture of a PRT rupture disc

-OR-

Body to bonnet leakage of 1/2RC8079; AHD

3) Seat leakage through 1/2RC8079; AND
;

4) Leakage out of ECCS, relief line piping to the auxiliary building
atmosphere.

Only the line associated with the valve packing leakoffs inside
containment is not-fully missile protected. Although leakage has not been
measured individually for'1/2RC8079 and the-associated Unit 1/2 relief
line piping outside'of containment,.the series configuration has not
resulted in unacceptable leakage Type A testing. The probability'of-

i occurrence of this combination of events during the limited time period of
I the walver and amendment is judgedLto be sufficiently' low as to result in

~

-

no significant increase-in risk to the health and safety of the public.

I.

|

i

:
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Penetration 76 - Accumulator Test Line UlSIO20-3/4" E-R):

This pathway contains a single manual containment isolation valve (518961)
located outside of the containment. This'line allows ba_ckleakage testing
of the Reactor _CoQlant System (RCS)Lto Emergency Core Cooling System-
(ECCS) Pressure Isolation Check ValvesL(91Vs) and is used for. specific _
operating evolutions (i.e. Safety . Injection > Pump Testing and Accumulator
Level adjustments).

Allpipingconnectedtothepenetrafi.onlinsidecontainmentisseismically<

supported. The piping-inside containment from the penetration up to and
including the air operated test valves Is missile protected. UFSAR Table
6.6.5-1, sheet 5 classifies _this penetration as Class 4. UFSAR Section:
6.6.2.1.4 states that Class 4 penetrations-are associated with closed
systems inside containment. The piping outside. containment is seismically
supported to'the holdup tanks.

The design of.this penetration does not. include-sufficient: block valves'or
test taps to permit a normal test setup'to easily. perform a Type C test.-

For this reason the penetration requires.the use of an unconventional
. testing procedure (use of a freeze seal). 'The use of a freeze seal-

technique involves a difficult and time consuming procedure.
Specifically, work inside containment.could take several days and be very
manpower intensive to complete. Thus, forced shutdown.of either unit
during this specified time _ period could result in' unnecessary shutdown
time just to complete this unconventional testing procedure.

During the Type A containment leak test, this penetration consisting of-
two valves in series is subjected to the! Type A test pressure (i.e. test
A0V's and SI8961). The line outside containment is connected to the
Hold-up tank-(HUT) and therefore any leakage would be routed to the

( installed waste collection system.' The last Type A_ testing was
successfully performed on Unit 1 in_ March,c1988 and on Unit 2 in October,
1988.

A satisfactory Type C test was performed on penetration P-76 (2SIO20-3/4"
E-R) on February 5, 1991. In addition, a _ satisfactory Type C test will be
performed on the Unit 1 P-76 penetration" prior to Unit I startup from the
current forced outage (prior to entry to Hode 4). Based upon the-
satisfactory completion of type C leak testing, and the relatively short

- duration of the request, not performing augmented testing as required by,

the Conflin. tory Order does not result'in any significant increase in risk.
,

<

I
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. . for a:relea:e of radioactive containment-atmosphere:to occur;thr6 ugh the. J
untested P-76 pathway, the:following combination.ofieventsLaust' occur:

'

.1 ) LOCA; 1961 |

2)' Leakage'of at least.one test A0V;96HQ'

3 )- Leakage of 1/2- SI8961 - ]
' '

j-OR .
i

'

Leakage of 2S10003 (IPI-933 RootLValve) AHQ- r

4) Rupture of an'ECCS or Arcumulatorxinjection-line upsteam of the fl'rst)
check valve connected to the reactor. coolant piping. g

'
-OR- ,

n.

Backseat. leakage past at least;one1ECCS check valve-(PIV). .j
.

-OR- ,

. . :i

Failure of.the discharge MOV'to close after dischargerof-an- !

accumulator. ,

.

In accordance with' Technical Specification 3.3.3.F,.PIV leakage is: |
verlfled to be within acceptable. limits; The probability:of.these|
combinations.of events;.is judged to be sufflently-. low as-to result-In:no
significant increase in the risk to;the health and~ safety ofithe.public.'

~

The duration of the emergency technical-. specification change, addressing
the 10CFR50. Appendix'J and' Confirmatory:Orderirequirements for P-76L1s
from the time of issuance until the.next scheduled refueling' outage:for
each unit. During the time' period of.the proposed e'xemption-from: leak
testing u'nder'the Confirmatory Order requirement (from approval of this:

,,

proposed: change-untti prior-to startup'from the next; refueling),zitLean;beI

concluded that the resultant. risk of a'significantLrelease of-
radioactivity to the atmosphere is low.

;

I
| .-

!'

'
.
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''
Zion Containment L cal Leak Rate Testina Self-Assessment

CECO is currently performing a self-assessment of. containment leakage
pathways to determine if there are:other pathways that may require local -
leak rate testing In_accordance with 10CFR50 Appendix J. The goal of this.
program is to document the technical-and licensing basis'for-testing or:-

-not testing each potential-containment leakage pathway, j

The exclusion from the Type C leak rate testing requirements of .

I

!specification 3/4.10 and from the-Zion Confirmatory Order, as denoted'in
proposed Footnote *, item 3-to Technical. Specification 3/4.10.(Attachment

jB), provides for aJsufficient amount of. time to complete the: .
i

'

L self-assessment. program,'to evaluate the effect of any deficiency on
operability, and.to-take appropr_ tate corrective' actions..

Any potential testing deficiencies will-have a ml'ntmal.: impact on safety j

since the pathways are of seismic design, are:misslie protected, are_

connected to the' isolation valve seal water system,:and/or have
demonstrated overall. containment integrity:under a successfully completed !

Type A.teste(performed in 1988 for both untts). The exclusion from'the-
Type C leak rate testing requirements of; specification:3/4.'IO and from the.
Zion Confirmatory Order provides for a sufficient amount of timeLto-

a!complete the self-assessment program, to evaluate.the effect of any-
'

deficiency on,operabillty, and to take appropriate corrective actions. If

.such deficiencies are:1dentified, CECO..will: 1) assess applicability >of |
the above design considerations and apply this note as appropriate,.2)

'

'
1

| 'take necessary. actions to notify the NRC in accordance with the- ;
'

! requirements of 10CFR50.72'and'IOCFR50.73, and:3)Lassess and take
immediate compensatory Lactions, as necessary. cThese = actions will ensurri !

,

that any deficiencyiidentified by the self-assessment' program'will have 1
,

'
minimal Impact on: safety.

,

|

!

-

!
|
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